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ABSTRACT
Shells of aquatic organisms, Clams (Thales) and Oysters, were analyzed in their powdery form
by Infrared Spectrometric technique using Nicolet IS5 Fourier Transform Spectrometer to
identify the functional groups in the shells. Results obtained showed that the predominant
functional group in both shells is carbonate ion (CO32-). This was indicated by the peaks at
wavelength ranges of 1380 – 1370cm-1 and 1157 – 1154cm-1 representing symmetric and
asymmetric stretching vibrations respectively as well as 862 – 860cm-1 and 771 – 722cm-1
representing out of plane and in plane bending vibrations respectively. Carbonate ion is a highly
polarized group owing to its electronegativity and high dipole moment. The shells of Clam and
Oyster also contain other highly polarized group such as bicarbonate ion (HCO3-), primary
amines (NH2-) and alkyl halides (C-Br-) at wavelength ranges of 1100 – 600cm-1, 3500 –
3400cm-1 and 690 – 515 cm-1 respectively. The impact these functional groups have in the
adsorption characteristics of the shells (adsorbent) depends on their influence on the shell’s
molecular polarizability as well as the adsorbate – adsorbent interactions. The higher the
molecular polarizability of the powdery shells which is a function of the number of polar groups
in these shells, the better the adsorption capacity of the adsorbents. The shells of Oyster showed
a better adsorption characteristic due to the presence of the carbonyl group at a wavelength range
of 1790 – 1800 cm-1which indicates either the presence of aldehydes, ketones, carboxylic acids
or their derivatives. Carboxylic acids are the most polarized organic functional group due to their
ability to form hydrogen bond, presence of two electronegative atoms (oxygen) as well as a high
dipole moment.
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INTRODUCTION
The need to characterize the surfaces of porous and finely distributed materials began during the
19th century which coincided with the period of industrialization. Currently, all the methods
used for adsorption surface measurements are standardized in industrial countries of the world
[1]. Adsorption is the clinging of molecules, ions or atoms from matter to a surface. Adsorption
is a surface phenomenon different from absorption which involves the entire material volume.
The process of adsorption creates a film of the adsorbate (liquid material) on the surface of the
adsorbent (solid) [2]. Adsorbents are insoluble materials with tiny or capillary holes which bind
liquid or gaseous molecules to their surface. A material is said to be an adsorbent if it has the
ability to contain a specific amount of liquid in small chambers similar to a sponge [3].
Considering the fact that sponges are members of the phylum porifera within the Animalia
kingdom, it becomes imperative to try the adsorption capacities of several other animal sources,
for instance, shells of aquatic organisms, like Clams and Oyster, could serve as adsorbents when
prepared in a powdery form. Clams is a common name for different types of bivalve mollusca.
They are sometimes called Thales, and they fall within the Animalia kingdom. Clams have two
shells of equal sizes connected by two adductor muscles and they have a strong burrowing foot.
There are different classes of Clams ranging from hard shell Clams, soft shell Clams to manila
Clams [4-5]. Oysters, just like Clams, are within the family of bivalve Mollusca within the
Animalia kingdom. Some classes of Oysters are also referred to as Clams. However, in the
culinary sense, Clams do not live attached to a substrate but Oysters do [6]. Some pictures of
Clams and Oysters are shown in Figures 1 & 2.

Fig. 1: Hard Shell Clams or Thales
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Fig. 2: Oyster Shells
Some of the important applications of adsorption include; treatment of oil spillage using
agricultural waste, removal of moisture using silica gel, softening of water using ion exchange
method, removal of colored impurities from sugar using charcoal powder, etc [7].
Infrared (IR) spectroscopy is the relationship between infrared radiation and matter. Infrared
radiation is an electromagnetic radiation that has wavelengths longer than those of visible lights
[8]. The infrared portion of the electromagnetic spectrum is divided based on their relationship to
the visible spectrum. The three regions of an infrared spectrum are near, mid and far- infrared.
The fundamental vibrations which give essential information about the sample composition in
terms of purity and chemical groups present are studied using the mid infrared spectroscopy and
this corresponds to 4000 – 400 cm-1[9]. The basic function of infrared spectroscopy is in
functional group identification. It therefore does not have the ability to determine the whole
structure of a molecule, neither does it give the percentage composition of each of the
components in the molecule [8]. The influence of functional groups on adsorption is dependent
on the relationship of its influence on molecular polarizability and adsorbate-adsorbent
interactions. Generally, increase in polarizability is directly proportional to increase in the
volume occupied by electrons because larger atoms have more loosely bound electrons compared
to smaller atoms. Larger molecules are generally more polarizable than smaller ones. Water for
instance is a polar molecule but alkanes and other hydrophobic molecules are more polarizable
[10-11]. The aim of this study is to characterize the shells of aquatic animals such as Clams and
Oyster using infrared spectroscopy in other to find out the functional groups in these shells and
their impact on adsorption, and hence to confirm their suitability as a bio remediating agent.
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Shells of Clams and Oyster are nonedible sources obtained from these aquatic organisms (Clams
and Oyster) which if found suitable could provide cheaper and more environmentally friendly
method of treating oil spillage as well as proper use in other adsorption applications.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample Collection and Preparation.
Clams and Oyster shells were purchased from local fishermen at Borokiri market in Rivers State,
Nigeria. These shells were properly washed using distilled water and oven dried at 35oC at a well
monitored and controlled laboratory temperature for 72 hours. The dried shells were thereafter
crushed using electrical grinder machine, subjected to shaking using magnetic shaker into fine
particles of 60 µm and then characterized using infrared spectroscopic technique.
FT –IR Characterization
Powdery particles of the shells of Clams (PCS) and shells of Oyster (POS) were successively
subjected to Fourier transform infrared (FT –IR) characterization by the solid state method. They
were characterized using ASTM D2621 [12]. Potassium bromide (KBr) equivalent to 100 mg
was properly mixed with one milligram of PCS and POS respectively using small plastic pestle
and mortal. The KBr – oyster shell’s powder mixture was added to sample compartment and
gently squeezed for transparent disc formation. The Oyster shell – KBr disc was thereafter
placed in the equipment and carefully analyzed. The same procedure was adopted for powdery
samples of Clams shell. A beam of infrared light was passed through an interferometer
(Shimadzu IRAffinity-1 FTIR spectrophotometer, Japan) which splits into two separate beams.
Each of the beams passes through the sample and reference respectively. The distribution of the
infrared light that passes through the interferometer was altered using a moving mirror placed
inside the apparatus. The signal directly recorded, called an "interferogram", represents light
output as a function of mirror position. The beams pass through a splitter and then reflected back
towards a detector. The splitter alternates the beams that enter the detector. A data-processing
technique called Fourier transform turns this raw data into the desired result which is the
sample's spectrum [12].
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RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
Table1: Functional Groups Obtained From IR Spectrum of Powdered Clams or Thales Shells
(PCS)
Peak
Wavelength (cm1)
Mode of Vibration
Functional Group
P1
3500-3400
In plane N-H bending
primary amine
P2
3000 - 2840
C-H symmetric stretching
alkane
P3
1380-1370
CO32-asymmetric stretching
carbonate ion
P4

1157-1154

CO32-symmetric stretching

carbonate ion

P5

1100-600

HCO3- symmetric stretching

bicarbonate ion

P6

862 - 860

Out of plane vibrational bending of CO32-

P7
P8

771- 722
690- 515

In plane vibrational bending of CO3
C-Br-stretching

2-

carbonate ion
carbonate ion
halo compound

The major functional groups obtained from IR spectrum of PCS were listed in Table 1. The
prominent functional groups indicated from IR spectrum as shown in figure 3 include a medium
in plane N-H bending vibration of primary amines at a wavelength of 3500 – 3400 cm-1 and a
medium C-H stretching of alkanes at a wavelength of 3000 – 2840 cm-1. Asymmetric and
symmetric stretching of carbonate ions at wavelength ranges of 1380 – 1370 and 1157 – 1154
cm-1 respectively confirms the presence of carbonate ions. Out of plane vibrational bending and
in plane vibrational bending of carbonate ions at wavelength ranges of 862 -860 and 771 – 722
cm-1 respectively confirm carbonate ions as the most predominant functional group in PCS. The
presence of the halogen functional group is indicated by C-Br stretching at a wavelength of 690 515 cm-1.
Table 2: Functional Groups Obtained From IR Spectrum of Powdered Oyster Shells
Peak
Wavelength (cm1)
Mode of Vibration
Functional Group
P1
3500-3400
In plane N-H bending
primary amine
P2
3000 - 2840
C-H symmetric stretching
alkane
P3
1790 - 1800
C=O stretching
carbonyl
P4
P5

1370-1380
1157-1154

CO32-asymmetric stretching
2-

CO3 symmetric stretching
-

carbonate ion
carbonate ion

P6

1100-600

HCO3 symmetric stretching

bicarbonate ion

P7

862 - 860

Out of plane vibrational bending of CO32-

carbonate ion

P8
P9

771- 722
690- 515

In plane vibrational bending of CO32C-Br- stretching

carbonate ion
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All the functional groups in PCS are also present in POS as shown in Table 2 and can be seen
from figures 3 and 4, However the IR spectrum of POS also contains C=O stretching of carbonyl
groups at the wavelength range of 1790 -1800 cm-1.

Fig. 3: Infrared Spectrum of Powdered Clams or Thales Shells (PCS).

Fig. 4: Infrared Spectrum of Powdered Oyster Shells (POS).
Figures 3 and 4 show the infrared spectrum of powdery clam and oyster shells respectively
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Infrared spectroscopy gives an x-ray into the internal structure of a substance thereby revealing
the elements and functional groups present in the substance, this is very key in appreciating why
certain substances display specific properties as well as the probability of their suitability in
specific applications [13]. The functional groups are basically identified by the shape of the peak
made possible from stretching and bending vibrations, peak intensity made evident from the
height and size of the peak as well as the wavelength at which the peaks elute [14]. The presence
of polar groups in PCS and POS as shown in the functional groups explains part of the reason for
their adsorption properties. Polarizability is the ability for molecules to separately form positive
and negative charges instantaneously. Polarizability is a property of matter which determines the
response of a bound system to external influences thereby providing vital information on the
molecules internal structure. The higher the polarizability of a molecule, the higher the tendency
of its atoms to release electrons and the higher the adsorption capacity of the molecule [10].
Larger atoms have proven to be more polar than smaller atoms because of the ease with which
they release electrons. A molecules polarity is primarily dependent on the ease at which it can
form hydrogen bond, the number of electronegative atoms, the size of the atoms (the
polarizability of the bonds / atoms) and the net dipole moment of the molecule. Based on the
aforementioned rules, it can be deduced that alkanes are the least polar group amongst the
organic functional groups. The alkanes have no hydrogen bonding, no electronegative atoms and
a very small net dipole moment [15]. The dipole moment of a molecule is a vector quantity
whose direction is assigned from its partial positive to partial negative charge [16]. Though PCS
and POS contains alkane functional groups with low polarity as shown in Tables 1 and 2, it is
important to note that these shells (PCS and POS) also contains functional groups with very high
polarity thereby making them very good adsorbents.
Tables 1 and 2 shows that both shells contains amines, these amines are in the form of biogenic
amines. The presence of amines in the shells of aquatic organisms such as Clams and Oyster is a
consequence of different factors such as the presence of free amino acids, microorganism
producers of decarboxylase enzymes and variations in food processing and storage. Amines have
the ability to undergo hydrogen bonding which is the most important prerequisite for
polarizability [17].
Results from the IR spectra of figures 3 and 4 as well as Tables 1 and 2 show the presence of
carbonate ions in both shells (PCS and POS). IR spectra of both shells show that carbonate ion is
http://www.unn.edu.ng/nigerian-research-journal-of-chemical-sciences/
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the most predominant ion in both shells (PCS and POS). This is confirmed from the stretching
and bending vibrations as well as in and out of plane bending vibrations at different wavelengths
within the mid infrared spectroscopy. The presence of carbonate ions in both shells is also a
confirmation that calcite and aragonite are key components of Mollusca species [10]. The
intercalated organic matrix of these shells and their characteristics are important in the shell’s
crystal orientation, nucleation and size regulation. It also contributes to the biomechanical
properties of both shells (PCS and POS).The carbonate ion plays a central role in the
biochemical formation of the shells of aquatic life, which is an important path for carbon dioxide
sequestration. As a divalent anion with three electronegative atoms (oxygen), carbonate has a
strong polarizing effect on surrounding water molecules. It therefore becomes difficult to
effectively describe accurately aquatic systems without including polarization [18]. Results also
show the presence of bicarbonate ions and alkyl halides (halo compounds) in both shells (PCS
and POS). Bicarbonate ions just like carbonate ions are highly polarizable because of their
electronegativity, however they may be more polarizable than the alkyl halides. Alkyl halides are
also very polarizable because of the presence of a polar atom (Bromine) [11]. Table 2 shows the
presence of carbonyl group in the shells of Oyster which is not present in the shells of Clam as
confirmed in Table 1. The carbonyl groups are found in functional groups such as carboxylic
acid, aldehydes, ketones, acid anhydrides etc and these functional groups are highly polarizable.
The presence of carbonyl group increases the probability of having any of these highly
polarizable functional groups in the shells of Oyster (POS) thereby making it a better adsorbent
compared to the shells of Clams (PCS). Carboxylic acids are the most polarizable organic
functional group because they can undergo hydrogen bonding extensively. They have a dipole
moment as well as two electronegative atoms [15].
Polarizability also influences the adsorbate (liquid) / adsorbent (solid) relationship which is a
function of the bonding requirements (ionic, covalent or metallic) of the atoms on the surface of
the adsorbents [1]. Adsorption is a consequence of surface energy just like surface tension.
However atoms on the surface of the adsorbents (PCS and POS) are not totally surrounded by
other adsorbent atoms. PCS and POS attract adsorbates through a process of phyisisorption. As
such the electronic structure of the atoms or molecule of the adsorbents is not changed upon
adsorption [2].
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CONCLUSION
Clams and oysters are aquatic organisms within the animal kingdom classified as bivalve
Mollusca basically because of the nature of their shells. Identification of the functional groups in
the shells of clams and oyster using Infrared spectroscopic technique is very important in
knowing the internal structure of these shells as well as their adsorption characteristics. Both
shells contains highly polarizable groups such as amines, bicarbonates, carbonates and halo
compounds (alkyl halides) hence are very good adsorbents. Carbonates are the most predominant
group in these shells which is not unconnected with the fact that bicarbonates play very
important role in the biochemical formations of the shells of aquatic lives. The shells of oysters
showed better adsorption characteristic due to the presence of a carbonyl group. The influence of
functional groups on adsorption is dependent on the relationship of its influence on molecular
polarizability and adsorbate-adsorbent interactions hence, the more the number of polarizable
groups within the internal structure of an adsorbent the better the adsorption characteristics of the
adsorbent as well as is adsorbate - adsorbent relationship.
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